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SAMPLE WORKOUTS 

 
 
We have built tremendous momentum this spring in our individual and team workouts.  Eve-
ryone knows the opportunity that the  2011-2012 season presents. Maintaining that momen-
tum between now and August depends on you and your individual motivation to bring value 
to this team when we return to begin preparation for our summer foreign tour. 
 
If you choose to do workouts on your own during these coming months, here are some sam-
ples of what a good one would “look like”. 
 
We have been very specific in identifying three areas of focus: 
  1)    Improved Team Ball Handling 
  2)    Improved Team Shooting 
  3)  Improved Team Free Throw Concentration/% 
 
Each workout should consist of a solid 45 minute to 1 hour intense attack.  From your posi-
tion Menu card:  choose one ball handling option, two 1-2 Step Shooting options, 2 Game 
Shot/Game Spots/Game Speed options, and two Free Throw Options.  Chart and record your 
workouts so that at the end of your summer you can see progress and identify areas of 
strength/weakness. 
 
If you have more time to spend in the gym you can certainly knock out more than one 
workout in a day.  Hydrate and rest for a few minutes in between then choose another card 
and get after it. 
 
None of us have ever seen a good team in March/April that didn’t have a good June/July.   
This is our moment...this is our time so let’s make sure we make the most of it and maintain 
the momentum and hard work we put in during these last six weeks. 
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Chill Drill 

START 

1st Time 

2nd Time 

3rd Time 

Pull-back Through the Legs 

Behind the Back 

Inside-Out 

Outside-In 

Chill Drill: 
1) Start at the intersection of sideline/baseline 
2) Dribble w/ ball in right hand: 

 Take 2 dribbles ON-THE-LINE 

 Take 1 dribble INSIDE the court 

 Take 1 dribble OUTSIDE the court 

 Take 2 dribbles ON-THE-LINE 

 Take 1 dribble OUTSIDE the court 

 Take 1 dribble INSIDE the court 
 
3) At ½ court sideline intersection go through the legs 
4) Dribble along ½ court line to the jump circle: 

 Pull-back dribble 

 Explode out after 2 backslide bounces 
5) Your go-to move off the bounce at other side of the jump circle and explode out 
6) At opposite ½ court/sideline put behind your back then push it toward the basket 
7) At 3 point line, make a move to elude  defense 
8) 1st time: take it to the rack finish with a one foot stretched lay-in 
     2nd time: take it to the rack finish off two feet with shoulder squared to back board 
     3rd time: make a move at the arc and then score 
9) Repeat from left side of the floor 

Your Move 

KEY POINTS 
 

 Work at a faster speed everyday 

 Moves can be varied from the diagram 

 Low ball transfer 

 Explode out of moves 

 Change of direction just as important as 
change of speed 

 Be HARD to GUARD 
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GLOBETROTTER SERIES 

 
Named after the world famous traveling exhibition 
team the Harlem Globetrotters.  Their ball handling  
expertise has entertained fans in 118 countries in 
over 20,000 games since their inception in 1926.  
Marques Haynes and Curly Neal are  two of the best 
ball handlers that many of you may have never 
heard of or seen footage of.  YOUTUBE them this 
summer before you come back to school and you 
will be impressed. 
 
You may not know the history of the Harlem Globe-
trotters but all of you have  done some of the drills 
they invented during Camps and Clinics growing up.  
These are the stationary around the head, around 
the legs, around the waist ball handling drills that 
you did in mass groups. 
 
The emphasis of these drills are to push yourself 
each day to perform at a faster pace with less and 
less dependency on looking at the ball.  Make your 
mistakes now rather than against Stanford in the 
PAC 12 Finals. Put in the work and you will see the 
results. 
 
Develop a routine that takes five minutes or more 
there about to complete.  Incorporate moves that 
you are already good at while also pushing yourself 
to improve on ones that challenge you.   
 
Although these drills are stationary, they are very 
important in building confidence in your ability to 
handle the ball while in motion.   
 
We are going to be a transition team,  so we MUST 
all be better ball handlers when we leave for Scandi-
navia.  

MOVES TO WORK 
 

 Pound ball together in hands to loosen 

 Ball above head with arms stretched to 
ceiling, ball back and forth on fingertips.  
Slowly work the ball to in front of chin to 
waist to knees and back up 

 Body Circles-   Around the head, around 
the waist, around the legs, around right 
leg, around left leg  (be sure to switch di-
rections about every five reps) 

 Body Circles Combo– one rep around head 
then one rep around waist then one rep 
around legs  then back up to waist then 
head to complete one set.  Do five sets. 

 Figure 8 through the legs both directions 

 Spider (ball in middle of stance with one 
hand behind your legs on the ball and with 
one hand on ball in front)  then switch 
your hands without letting the ball hit the 
floor 

 Front and back (ball in middle of stance 
with both hands in front of body)  then 
switch to both hands behind body 

 Soft hands-  toss ball into the air and catch 
the ball in both hands behind your back.  
Continue tossing ball higher and higher 
after each successful catch 

 Stationary Dribble keeping ball as low as  
        possible and using  your fingertips 
  
 Right hand around right leg 
 Left hand around left leg 
 Figure 8 
 Spider– one touch in front with each 
      hand then one touch behind  
 Typewriter-dribble as low as possible  
 Scissor Dribble– maintain control of 
      Ball between the legs as you  
      Switch legs front to back 
 
MAKE ONE UP ON YOUR OWN!!! 
 
 
The key in this area is not to necessarily do it 
exactly the way we have described.  Be crea-

tive and work on becoming more comfortable 
with the ball in your hands!! 
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TWO BALL WORK 

 
 
 

MOVES TO WORK 
 

 Pound ball together in hands to loosen 

 Ball above head with arms stretched to ceiling, 
ball back and forth on fingertips.  Slowly work the 
ball to in front of chin to waist to knees and back 
up 

 Body Circles-   Around the head, around the waist, 
around the legs, around right leg, around left leg  
(be sure to switch directions about every five reps) 

 Body Circles Combo– one rep around head then 
one rep around waist then one rep around legs  
then back up to waist then head to complete one 
set.  Do five sets. 

 Figure 8 through the legs both directions 

 Spider (ball in middle of stance with one hand be-
hind your legs on the ball and with one hand on 
ball in front)  then switch your hands without let-
ting the ball hit the floor 

 Front and back (ball in middle of stance with both 
hands in front of body)  then switch to both hands 
behind body 

 Soft hands-  toss ball into the air and catch the ball 
in both hands behind your back.  Continue tossing 
ball higher and higher after each successful catch 

 Stationary Dribble keeping ball as low as  
        possible and using  your fingertips 
  
 Right hand around right leg 
 Left hand around left leg 
 Figure 8 
 Spider– one touch in front with each  
     hand then one touch behind  
 Typewriter-dribble as low as possible  
 Scissor Dribble– maintain control of 
      Ball between the legs as you  
      Switch legs front to back 
 
MAKE ONE UP ON YOUR OWN!!! 
 
 
The key in this area is not to necessarily do it exactly 
the way we have described.  Be creative and work on 

becoming more comfortable with the ball in your 
hands!! 

 
 
  
 

MOVES TO WORK 
 

Stationary 
 

Side-to-side:  whip the ball hard, low and fast keeping your 
hand on top of ball.  Don’t cup it. 
 
Front-to back:  ball on the side of your body going front to 
back in a hard, low, fast motion. 
 
Alternating Dribble:  pound the ball on your finger tips and 
alternating  heights of your dibble from ankle , to knees, to 
hips, to shoulders. 
 
Simultaneous Dribble: same as above with balls in rhythm 
 
Behind/Cross:  begin dribbling on your side, one ball is a 
cross over while you push other ball behind you. 
 
Alternating heights:  One ball is high as your shoulder/chest 
while the other ball is at knee height.  Switch hands and do 
in both directions. 
 
Figure 8s:  Go in both directions.  
  
    

On the Move 
 
2 Ball Cross:  2 dribbles then hard, explosive diagonal  
               Crossover and go 
 
2 Ball in and out cross:  same as above with right hand then 
switch to left hand 
 
2 Ball Between:  same as above with exchange through the 
legs 
 
2 Ball Behind:  push dribble stopping on a dime, then ex-
plode as you are changing directions. 
 
2 Ball Hesitation:  in a straight line go 2-3 dribbles then 
freeze your defender with hesitation.  Right hand down, left 
hand back 
 
2 Ball IN and Out 1st step:  keep ball alive with off hand.  
Work on the in/out move explosive first step action.  Use a 
cone, chair, or trash can as your defenders.  Stay shoulder 
to hip when you blow by the imaginary defenders. 
 
2 Ball Race:  down/back as fast as you can go pushing the 
ball out in transition 
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ALLEY DRILLS 
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Using the three separate Alleys on the court diagram above, begin with the 
ball along baseline of Alley 1. 
 
From the triple threat position make a move that you would use to elude a 
defender 94 feet from the basket to relieve pressure.  Then make a move at 
the free throw line to elude a defensive player 70 feet from the basket.  Then 
make a move at the half court line that you would use to elude a defender 45 
feet from the basket.  Then make a move at the three point line that you 
would use to elude a defender 20 from basket.  Then finish with a move you 
would use to score in a game. Remember to finish shots. 
 
Repeat these actions in Alley 2 (the middle of the floor) and in Alley 3. 
 
This completes one set. 
 
The very best players can simulate game situations in non-game settings!!! 
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GANNON BAKER Drills 

 
Gannon Baker is a former small college basketball player who has quickly become the world’s 
most sought after basketball trainer.  With a list of clients that includes NBA and WNBA all-
stars and top FIBA players, Baker has used his skills as a ball handler to also become the lead 
instructor of all NIKE Camps in the United States and also works with USA Basketball on a 
regular basis. 
 
To be very honest, he does things that I can not even begin to demonstrate to you on the 
court.  His methods are revolutionary and the TEMPO at which he performs them will boggle 
your mind the first time you see them in person (and also on video). 

 
 
He offers many things on his website that will challenge the handles of even the very best ball 
handlers in the world.  Check out  Gannonbakerbasketball.com 
 
This summer find a YOUTUBE video (and there are thousands of his to choose from) and 
master one of them… or two… or three… or… 
 
We are not suggesting you spend your entire workout on drills from his videos.  But finding a 
couple that you like and are interested in doing will get you out of your comfort zone and you 
WILL BECOME A BETTER BALL HANDLER. 
 
If we all improve individually between now and August, we will improve this team in March!! 

 
 
 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Gannon+Baker+basketball&view=detail&id=EDB1AE57CA0D0826D194EDB1AE57CA0D0826D194&first=0&FORM=IDFRIR
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=Gannon+Baker+basketball&view=detail&id=9CAF9F014DB6B22192A5392F9567C7F39A0AAE2A&first=0&FORM=IDFRIR
http://static.flickr.com/2605/4212284084_3ca914176f_z.jpg
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AROUND THE BASKET 

 
 
Working around the basket remember the 4 P’s of our Post Play: 
 
  1)   PLAY:      Be a player, make plays, play the game 
 
  2)  POSSESSION:    Possession of the ball at all times 
 
  3)  PRESENTATION: Present a target, H-up 
 
  4)  POSITION:   Be in the right spot on the court at the right time 
 
 

NO MOVE MOVES 
 
These are shots that are created by our positioning.  Shots that don’t require any move other 
than to get the ball into the basket.  These are drop steps, turn and lay-in, offensive rebounds, 
and balls we pick up from the floor and power in. 
 
NO MOVE MOVE shots are made with your eyes.  Get your eyes up and on your target quick-
ly and FINISH. 
 
Too often these types of moves are over looked and under drilled… WORK ON THEM 
 
 

MID-LINE MOVES  
 

These are moves when defense has chosen to play behind us or we have pinned them there.  
When this happens if we get the ball to the mid-line we can OWN any defender we face. 
 
  1)   Mid-line and score 
  2)  Mid-line and explode 
  3)  Mid-line and spin back 
 
 
 
 

                                                    SHOOTING 
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                                                    SHOOTING 

CHAIR SERIES 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Place three chairs about 15 feet from the goal in the spots diagrammed above 
 
If you have three balls place one in each.  If not you can just use the same 
ball for  this drill. 
 
Rip the ball up from the chair into our PRESS and PEEK position.  Make a 
NO MOVE MOVE to right and finish.  If you have a rebounder sprint to next 
chair while rebounder replaces ball in empty chair.  If no rebounder, get ball 
yourself and sprint to next chair and place ball in it.  Then repeat move until 
you make 4 trips/12 shots. 
 
Repeat using Mid-line moves. 
 
Then step behind the chairs so that chair is between you and the basket.  Us-
ing short, violent two inch ball fakes move the defender then attack the bas-
ket.  Finish with a variety of one-foot explosion lay-ins and two-feet power 
finishes.   
 
Lastly, complete a cycle of jumpers behind the chairs.  Always following any 
miss with a stick back in an AND 1 situation. 

O 
h 

h 
h 
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RACK SERIES 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Very similar to the Chair series explained on the page before in the moves. 
 
We have simply replaced the chairs with the rack and now are doing multi-
ple reps from the same spot with the same move. 
 

This will build GOOD HABITS if done properly and at our practice TEMPO 
It will develop BAD HABITS if you cut corners or go at a comfortable TEMPO 
 
Move the rack from the wing to the nail on FT line then to opposite wings. 
 
Be sure to work moves in both directions and use a variety of finishing 
moves.  Always stick back misses. 
 
When starting, only record initial attempts but ALWAYS finish by getting the 
ball into the basket. 
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SUPERMAN SERIES 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You can do this series with or without passers.  We did with passers in 
workouts. 
 
We do each movement in sets of 6 (because that’s how many games it takes 
to win the NCAA Tournament) 
 
SERIES: 
 1)  quick turn/catch and get ball in basket… passers get to them as soon 
  as they turn and look. 
 2)  rip ball from ―passer‖ grip then explode to finish 
 3)  passers place ball on floor and make player bend and explode 
 4)  passers place ball  out of bounds to force player to power dribble 
 5)  passers simulate a rebound that player must get and stick in 
 
Without passers, you CAN simulate all these situations by yourself. 
 
We have done this drill in rotations, but ultimately to be SUPERMAN you 
will be able to complete each of these 5 cycles of 6 without a break!!! 
 
This drill is TWO options on your MENU… Use one to see how many you can 
do without needing a break!!  Use one as we have this Spring. 

O P P 
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MOTION SERIES 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These are the various situations created in our MOTION offense with our 
ball screening  action.     
 
Sprint to Screen:    Pop feet, open up chest to ball, and sprint to basket 
    Pop feet, open up chest to ball, separate from screen J 
    Pop, open, separate drive it one foot finesse finish 
    Pop, open, separate drive it two foot  power finish 
    Pop, open, separate jumper from range 
 
Slip screen:  Slip early right back to basket 
    Slip early, chest to ball jumper 
    Slip early, chest to ball drive it finesse finish 
    Slip early, chest to ball drive it power finish 
    Slip early, separate jumper from range 
 
Reject options: Pop feet, chest to ball , separate to elbow jumper 
    Pop feet, chest to ball, separate  drive right finesse 
    Pop feet , chest to ball, separate drive right power 
    Pop feet, chest to ball, separate drive left finesse 
    Pop feet, chest to ball ,separate drive left power 
 
 
REPEAT on the opposite of the floor. 
     

O 
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STAR SHOOTING 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shooter begins in corner at spot 1.  Make or miss sprint to spot 2, then to 3, 
then to 4, then to 5 attempting a shot at each.  Then back to corner you start-
ed in and complete another cycle to give us a ten shot STAR!! 
 
Your goal is to shoot as many TEN SHOT STARS as possible. 
 
When you select this drill you should complete 5 STARS and record your to-
tals out of the 10.  This is give you an overall total.   
 
Again, this drill should be done range appropriate between 2s and 3s.   

All Time Record– 43 (3s) 

MEGAN MOODY 

1 

2 

3 

4 5 

All Time Record– 46 (2s) 

AMBER HARRIS 
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MOON SHOOTING 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shooter begins at Spot 1.  Make or miss shooter sprints to Spot 2, then to 
Spot 3 then to Spot 4 then to Spot 5 attempting a shot at each. 
 
After Spot 5 attempt, shooter stays for a 2nd shot from this spot then pro-
ceeds back around in the opposite MOON direction to complete the ten shot 
cycle. 
 
Your goal is to shoot as many TEN SHOT MOONS as possible. 
 
When you select this drill you should complete 5 MOONS and record your to-
tals out of the 10.  This is give you an overall total.   
 
Again, this drill should be done range appropriate between 2s and 3s.   

All Time Record– 45 

WENDI WILLITS 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

All Time Record– 47 

AMBER HARRIS 
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HUBIE’s 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shooter begins at spot 2 and on pass cuts to spot 1 to attempt her first shot.  
She then holds at spot 1 before stepping back to spot 2 to attempt her 2nd 
shot.  This pattern is repeated between spot one and two for 10 total at-
tempts. 
 
Chart # of makes out of the 10 attempts.  Then repeat moving between spots 
2 and 3.  Chart.  Repeat between spots 3 and 4.  Chart. Repeat between spots 
4 and 5. Chart.  Complete set between spot 5 and 6 and chart. 
 
This will give you a total makes out of 50 attempts on the move. 
 
Repeat in the opposite direction to work footwork for another total of 50. 
 

All Time Record– 44  (3s) 

KATIE RUTAN 

1 

2 

3 4 

5 

All Time Record– 46 

ALLISON CURTIN 

6 
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FIVE LADDERS 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shooter begins at Spot 1 just off the block in the corner.  On a make the 
shooter takes a step back to Spot 2.  On a make step back to spot 3 but on a 
miss back to Spot 1.  Makes move back— misses step forward until the 5th 
shot is successfully made. 
 
Proceed to the wing then to the middle, then to opposite wing, and finish 
with a five shot ladder along the baseline opposite from where you began. 
 
You should record and chart the total number of shots it took to complete 
each ladder.  This will also give you an overall average for your 5 spots. 
 
 

All Time Record– 31 attempts 

BRITTANY SPEARS 

1 2 3 4 5 

All Time Record– 6.2 

BRITTANY SPEARS 
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BEAT THE PRO 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shooter begins at Spot 1.  Shooter receives one point for each make.  The Pro 
that you choose receives two points for every shot you miss. 
 
Once you have beaten your PRO at all five spots…  Begin again with PRO get-
ting three points for every one of your misses.  
 
Continue adding one point to the PRO’s total for your misses until you can 
no longer BEAT THE PRO 
 
You can also score this as a FIVE spot average.  Chart the score at each spot 
as you are working out to accurately record your totals. 

All Time Record– 7’s at all 5 spots 

ALLISON CURTIN 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

All Time Record– 15 lowest PRO total 

ALLISON CURTIN 
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Free Throws 

 
 
 

 
We have all seen FT’s be the difference in wins and losses.  If you play the 
game of basketball long enough you WILL miss a crucial free throw late in a 
game that you will feel like cost your team the victory.   
 
While FT’s late in games certainly magnify the pressure and the importance, 
a free throw is ALWAYS worth one point… no more, no less. 
 
So, approach EVERY free throw like it IS the game winner. 
 
It can be in the first minute of the game.  It can be coming out of the 12 mi-
nute media timeout.  It could be with 8:00 minutes left in the game.  Regard-
less it carries the same point value as the one with no time on the clock, with 
no one on the line with you and every eye in the gym on you!! 
 
Practice those situations so that EVERY free throw is important. 
 

Some keys to being a good FT shooter… 
 
Get  a routine and stick to it.  Do the same thing every single attempt.  Do not 
deviate that routine in an effort to ―speed up the workout‖… 
 
Shoot them at various times during your workout.  Shoot them while you are 
tired.  Shoot them to begin the workout.   
 
Even when shooting in large numbers.  Back off the FT line after every two 
makes to simulate a game situation.   
 
Create as many game images in your mind as you can then block them out 
completely and make the shot! 
 
The more you practice pressure free throws in an empty gym the more fo-
cused you will be when the gym is not empty. 
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SWISH 

 
 
 

SWISH 
 

A 25 shot FT game (we did it as 20 shot in workouts) but the records have 
been established as 25 shots.    
 
Repetition of your Routine is the most important emphasis of this drill… 
 
In this drill, each shot has a point value… 
 
A miss is a score of –1 
A pure SWISH (no rim, no board, just chord) is a score of +1 
A non swish make is a score of 0 
 
This is the system I use of charting this drill.  Attempt five shots then chart 
them accordingly with M for make, S for Swish, and X for a miss… 
 
   M M X S M   (score after five shots would be O) 
   M S S M M    (score after ten shots would be +2) 
   M S M S S      (score after 15 shots would be +5) 
   X X M M M   (score after 20 shots would be +3) 
   M M S M S    (final score would be +5) 
 
It might be easier to score at the end if you prefer but keeping score in your 
head will also help you work on TIME/SCORE situations for game time. 
 
You will soon begin to see your total makes increase as you narrow your fo-
cus on SWISHING as many attempts as possible without missing. 

All Time Record- +17 

WENDI WILLITS 

All Time Top Five 

 
1. Wendi Willits  +17    Arkansas 

2. Katie Rutan  +15 Xavier 

3. Kara Pongonis  +13 Tulsa 

4. Jackie McFarland +12 Colorado 

5. Megan Moody  +12 Tulsa 
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Beat the Pro _______ 

 
 
 

BEAT THE PRO 
 
Choose your favorite pro to shoot against. 
 
First time you do Beat the Pro the pro you choose gets  two points added to 
their score every time you miss.  On a made FT you get one point added to 
your total.  First player (you or the pro) to get to 21 wins. 
 
Once you Beat your Pro by 2s go by 3s for the pro the next time.  Once you 
beat the Pro by 3s, then go by 4s and so on until you beat the PRO all the way 
up to 21. 
 
Once you get to 10’s it’s all pretty much the same because after two misses 
you are done anyway. 
 
Record you games and your PRO in your workouts.   
 
You can change PRO’s as you choose. 

All Time Record– 21 

SHAMEKA CHRISTON 

All Time Top Five 

 
1. Shameka Christon  21 Arkansas 

2. Wendi Willits  10 Arkansas 

3. Katie Rutan  10 Xavier 

4. Amber Gray   10 Xavier 

5. Lauren Ervin  10 Arkansas 
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National Championship FT’s 

 
 
 

National Championship Free Throws 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It take six victories in a row to win a National Championship.  Simulate a 
game winning FT in each of the games you need to advance. 
 
1 make gets you to the Round of 32.  2 makes in a row gets you to Sweet 16. 
3 makes gets you to Elite 8.  4 makes gets you to Final 4.  5 makes gets you in-
to the title game.  6 makes in a row and you are hanging banners, ordering 
rings, and meeting the President!!!    Chart how many of each you earn.  

WASHINGTON 

K-State 

Maryland 

Duke 

N. Dame 

Texas A and M 
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PAC 12 Championship FT’s 

 
 
 

PAC 12 Championship Free Throws 
 

 
Shooting against the rivals of the new PAC 12 conference.  It’s your goal to 
play against each team from the league two times during this drill. 
 
You will be shooting a total of 22 FT’s and your goal is to go 22-0. 
 
In your mind as you are shooting each FT have an opponent in mind.  Pic-
ture the scene of the crowd yelling.  Hear the fans screaming for or against 
you.  Smell the popcorn from the concession stands.  Feel the pressure as 
you step to the foul line for a crucial FT with the game on the line.  Make we 
win… Miss we lose… 
 
Chart your Record each time you choose this drill for a workout. 
 
    Stanford 
    CAL 
    UCLA 
    USC 
    Arizona 
    Arizona State 
    Utah  
    Colorado 
    Oregon 
    Oregon State 
    Washington State 
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STREAKS 

 
 
 

STREAKS 
 
As simple as it gets.   Start on a make and shoot until you miss. 
 
Get a total of 50 makes…  that can be one streak of 50… Two streaks of 25 or 
any combination that adds up to 50. 
 
Your streaks total should add up to at least 50.  If your last streak is still go-
ing when you get to 50 finish that streak and wrap up the set. 
 
Record your workout high and track your all-time high.   
 
100 Make Club: 
 
Allison Curtin, Shameka Christon, Kara Pongonis 
 
75 Make Club: 
 
Amber Gray, Jasmina Ilic, Allison Curtin, Kara Pongonis, Amber Harris, 
Jackie McFarland, Jerri Taylor, Katie Rutan, Brittany Spears, Jillian Rob-
bins, Wendi Willits, Shameka Christon 
 
 
Which club will you be in by the time we tip off 2011-2012? 
 
 
 

All Time Record– 119 

ALLISON CURTIN 

All Time Top Five 

 
1. Allison Curtin  119 Tulsa 

2. Shameka Christon 107 Arkansas 

3. Kara Pongonis  101 Tulsa 

4. Katie Rutan  98 Xavier 

5. Brittany Spears   96 Colorado 


